NBER Japan Project Meeting 2023 & ESRI Policy Forum Dinner

“Funasei” Dinner Yakatabune (Houseboat) Cruise
6:30pm, Wednesday, August 2, 2023

Address: 1-16-8 Kitashinagawa Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo 140-0001

Basic route – Shinagawa/ Odaiba / Sky Tree Course

“Funasei” proudly sails some of the most storied vessels in Tokyo. Tatami-mat is laid on each Yakatabune in conformity with a Japanese tradition. However you can still stretch your legs under the table. That style is called “Horigotatsu” in Japanese. Each Yakatabune has exterior and/or upper deck, so that you can enjoy gentle bay breezes, glittering waves and dynamic Tokyo skyline from the deck. The gourmet meal includes freshly prepared appetizers, Sashimi, Tempura (cook on board), mixed rice, Udon noodles and dessert.

<From ADBI Bldg>

We will take you to the dinner venue from ADBI Bldg. by chartered bus. The bus will depart at 17:40pm from the parking space on the LB floor. Around 17:30, we will gather at the ADBI venue and head for the bus parking area. After the dinner cruise, we will take you by chartered bus from the dinner venue to ANA Inter Continental Tokyo via JR Shinagawa Station.

*If you go directly to the dinner venue, please refer to the following directions information.
[https://www.funasei.com/english/](https://www.funasei.com/english/)

Because it is hard to find the location, we recommend that you take the chartered bus.